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State of Tennessee, ex rel. David Jonathan Tulis

)

Appellant

)

V
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)
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)

Bill Lee

)

Governor, State of Tennessee
Respondent, in personal and offrcial capacity

)
)
)

Rebekah Barnes

Administrator, Hamilton County Health Department
Respondent, in personal and official capacily

)
)
)

Motion for recusal & disqualification
Comes now state

of

Tennessee, on relation,

mandamus, demanding recusal

in its petition for equity and writ of

of four honorable justices of this court who have an

interest in this case or a personal connection with relator.

This motion is pursuant to Tenn. Supreme Court Rule 10B $1.01 and asserts the rights

of

the state, on relation, to have its petition heard by justices who have no bias against its
cause or against his person. Petitioner has three grounds for recusal by the chiefjustice,

Roger Page, [wo grounds against Justice Jeff Bivins, and one each against Justice Holly

Kirby and Justice Sharon Lee.
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This motion is filed in writing, timely in advance, supported by affidavit under oath, and
states specific factual and legal grounds supporting disqualification. The motion seeking

disqualification or recusal of the aforenamed justices is not being presented for any
improper purpose whatsoever, nor is this motion presented to harass or cause unnecessary
delay, or needlessly increase the cost of litigation. As has been true throughout all of the

underlying proceedings, petitioner desires to have his constitutionally guaranteed rights

of due process upheld and adhered to, and to be fairly heard, and to have his case ruled
upon based upon facts and evidence, and according to constitutional provisions, statutory
law, supporting authority, and by a fair and impartial tribunal.

Authorities
The authorities that regulate this motion start with the state and federal constitutions, to
which the justices have sworn obedience.

In the Tennessee constitution, the applicable provisions arc art. 1, sect. 17. "That all
courts shall be open; and every man, for an injury done him in his lands, goods, person or

reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law, and right and justice administered

without sale, denial, or delay," and art. 6, sect. 7, that judges "shall not be allowed any
fees or perquisites of office nor hold any other office of trust."

Also in art.6, sect. 11, regarding when judges must agree to step aside in any case in
which they have an interest or partiality, or in which they are shown to be "incompetent"
for cause or reason.

No judge of the Supreme or Inferior Courts shall preside on the trial of any
cause in the event of which he may be interested, or where either of the
parties shall be connectedwith him by affinity of consanguinity, within such
degrees as may be prescribed by law, or in which he may have been of
counsel, or in which he may have presided in any Inferior Court, except by
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consent of all the parties. In case all or any of the judges of the Supreme
Court shall thus be disqualified from presiding on the trial of any cause or
causes, the court or the judges thereof, shall certify the same to the
governor of the state, and he shall forthwith specially commission the
requisite number of men, of law knowledge, for the trial and determination
thereof. The Legislature may by general laws make provision that special
judges may be appointed, to hold any courts the judge of which shall be
unable or fail to attend or sit; or to hear any cause in which the judge may
be incompetent.[Emphasis added]

The meaning of "he may be interested" is intended to be read broadly. The 1796
constitution provides this wording, albeit the provision originally is shorter. It says, "No
Judge shall sit on the trial of any cause, where the parties shall be connected with him by

affinity or consanguinity except by consent of parties." The word "interested" is added in
1834. The provision says,

"No Judge of the supreme or inferior courts, shall preside on

the trial of any cause, in the event of which he may be interested, or where either of the
parties shall be connected with him by affinity or consanguinity within such degrees

'F{<{<

[etc.]"

Art. l0 Sect. I requires a swearing under oath to obey the law. "Every person who

shall

be chosen or appointed to any office of trust or profit under this Constitution, or any law

made in pursuance thereof, shall, before entering on the duties thereof, take an oath to
support the Constitution of this state, and of the United States, and an oath of office."

As stated in supreme court rule 10, code ofjudicial conduct, "A judge shall uphold and
promote the independence, integrity, and impartiality of the judiciary, and shall avoid

impropriety and the appearance of impropriety," Canon 1, and "shall comply with the
law, including the Code of Judicial Conduct," Rule 1.1, and "shall actat all times ina
manner that promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and impartiality

of the judiciary, and shall avoid impropriety and the appearance of impropriety" Rule

1.2.

The rule cites impropriety and the "appearance" of it. "A judge shall perform the duties

of judicial office impartially, competently, and diligently," Canon 2, and "shall uphold
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and apply the law, and shall perform all duties ofjudicial office fairly and impartially,"
Pt'uJe2.2.

The rules prohibit arange of biases, prejudices and harassment, saying a judge "shall not,

in the performance ofjudicial duties, by words or conduct manifest bias or prejudice, or
engage in harassment," which comment is followed by a long list of categories'. "race,
sex, gender, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, marital
status, socioeconomic status, or political affrliation," Rule 2.3.

Other ethics commands focus on the process of self-removal or ouster of

a

judge. Rule

"(A) A judge shall disqualiff himself or herself in

2.11, disqualification, says

any

proceeding in which the judge's impartiality might reasonably be questioned, including

but not limited to the following circumstances: (1) The judge has a personal bias or
prejudice concerningaparty or aparty's lawyer, or personal knowledge of facts that are
in dispute in the proceeding."

"[T]he underlying intent of the recusal rules is 'to guard against the prejudgment of the
rights of litigants and to avoid situations in which the litigants might have cause to
conclude that the court had reached a prejudged conclusion because of interest, partiality,

or favor"' Cain-Swope
v. Ernst-W.

v. Swope, 523

S.W.3d79,87 (Term. Ct. App. 2016) (citing Groves

Corp, No. M2016-01529-COA-T108-CV,2016 WL 5181687, at *4-6 (Tenn.

Ct. App. Sept. 16, 2016) (quoting State v. Austin,87 S.W.3d 447,470 (Tenn. 2002)).In
Tennessee recusal is always

in order when a judge has any doubts about his or her actual

ability to preside impartially. Alley v. State,882 S.W.2d 810, 820 (citing Lackey v. State,
578 S.W.2d

l0l,

104 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1978). Recusal is warranted "when a person

of

ordinary prudence in the judge's position, aware of all the facts known to the judge,
would find a reasonable basis for questioning the judge's impartiality." Alley, 882 S.W.2d
aI 820 (citing State v. Cash, 867 S.W.2d 741 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1993)). Applying these
standards, a court must first ask whether, subjectively,
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it can be fair and impartial in the

case, and

if

not, the court must recuse. Camp,361 S.W.3d at 548. Once a court has

determined that

it can be impartial, the court

should then examine the facts alleged by the

movant and determine whether a reasonable person of ordinary prudence, knowing all of

the facts known by the judge, would conclude that the judge is biased or prejudiced
against aparty.Alley,882 S.W.2d at 820.

Background of the motion
The four justices in view in this motion have joined the fraud I complained of in this

lawsuit, that

of

declaring an emergency without there being a warrant, cause or

nonfraudulent exigency before invoking police power and other prejudicial acts or
omissions of the court, the petition taken true as equity principles require. The state, on

relation, files a petition to review for injustice in this matter of the unusual and
extraordinary cause

of official fraud

causing irreparable injuries and harms, without

remedy to date, despite every equity principles or law to the contrary.

The four justices participate in the failure to meet police power prerequisites for
demonstrating a nonfraudulent exigency,

in violation of T.C.A. $ 68-5-104 in which

health officials, overseen by respondent governor whose duty at Tenn. const. art. 3, sect.

10, is to "take care that the laws be faithfully executed," including T.C.A. $ 68-5-104
1

'FRAUD. An intentional perversion of truth for the purpose of inducing another in reliance upon it to part
with some valuable thing belonging to him or to surrender a legal right; a false representation of a matter
of fact, whether by words or by conduct, by false or misleading allegations, or by concealment of that
which should have been disclosed, which deceives and is intended to decerve another so that he shall act
upon it to his legal injury. Any kind of artifice employed by one person to deceive another. A generic term,
embracing all multifarious means which human ingenuity can devise, and which are resorted to by one
individual to get advantage over another by false suggestions or by suppression of truth, and includes all
surprise, trick, cunning, dissembling, and any unfair way by which another is cheated."
Black's Law Dictionary. Citations omitted
"Loss of First Amendment freedoms, for even minimal periods of time, unquestionably constitutes
irreparable injury."
Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347 ,96 S. Ct. 2673, 49 L. Ed. 2d 547 (1976)
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requiring him or his agents to make a determination

as

to the origin, cause and source of a

local illness or sickness spreading beyond outbreak in a county as a seeming epidemic

within the state of Tennessee. The following are grounds for "which the judge's
impartiality might reasonably be questioned.

"

The four justices' partiality is anticipated in the state of Tennessee's petition, on relation,
for equity and writ of mandamus Oct. 2,2020 (paragraph numbers omitted).

As many astute commentators have observed, as this court should today,
since the beginning of this national self-inflicted disaster and
embarrassment all along, COVID-19 has never been about a health crisis.

While it claims no such power by separation of powers evasion, the judicial
branch of this state, on its own motion, failed in its inherent power and duty
to check that a co-equal branch of the government had followed the laq the
conduct or omission of which created the disaster and irreparable harms to
the state of Tennessee and its people, wrought by respondents under color
of a pandemic without warrant.
The judicial branch has taken part in the panic and mass illegality. Chief
Justice Jeff Bivins' July 9 "executive order" about face masks in

governmental buildings that happen to contain courts creates an
unprecedented and arbitrary power that is not judicial and not internally
administrative to that branch, a power imposing an command on parties
such as county commissions and clerks in a shared building who are not
involved in any judicial case and whose offices are not within the judicial
branch, further infringing political or other fundamental rights of the
general public accessing their government instrumentalities.
The judicial branch failed to identiff the dereliction of the executive branch
to obey legislative enactments, such as the duty imposed by 68-5-104.

of

these governmental trust breaches, nothing from any
goveflrment official can be trusted.
Because

The four justices breach Rule 2.11 because they have personal knowledge concerning
respondent Lee, having taken up an alliance with him in breach of the constitution. The

rule says recusal is required when "[t]he judge has a personal bias or
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prejudice

concerning a party or a party's lawyer, or personal knowledge of facts that are in dispute

in the proceeding."

Tennessee justices compromised

Chief Justice Roger Page
Facts reearding j ustice's activities.

1. Arrest of relator as member of the press
Chief Justice Page on Nov. 6, 2021, oversees the fraudulent unlawful arrest of relator,

a

press reporter covering the Tennessee judicial conference in Franklin, aiding and abetting

through omission the abuse

to an unlawful

prosecution

of relator, whereupon

the

Williamson County general sessions judge M.T. Taylor dismisses the criminal trespass
charge Dec. 14, 2021, as lacking probable cause. The case is expunged.

EXHIBITS No.

I and 2.
2 . Signing fraudulent orders

Justice Page's signature

is on Order

suspending in-person court proceedings, No.

ADM2020-00428, filed March 13, 2020, based on a facially fraudulent emergency order

of

respondent Lee, the subject matter

of the petition and proceedings justice

requires

review of presently, or without independently demonstrating a nonfraudulent exigency
supporting the judicial branch order. In it, "the Chief Justice of the Tennessee Supreme

Court hereby declares

a state of

emergency

for the Judicial Branch of

Tennessee

govemment and activates the following Continuity of Operations Plan for the courts
Tennessee." The order follows the facially fraudulent executive order

of

No. 14, from

respondent Lee on March 12,2020, declaring a state of emergency while fraudulently and

wickedly disobeying, breaching the controlling infectious disease statute of the legislative
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branch, at T.C.A. $ 68-5-104 that requires demonstrating a nonfraudulent exigency. The

chief justice approves of denials of petitions of maladministration of justice in

an

extraordinary emergency case seeking judicial, administrative, managerial and employer
authority exercise to stop trial court illegal acts and abuses, which cover up these official
misconducts, not acting independent from them, which certiorari denial to cure is sealed
away by mandate to which relator filed timely objection to preserve that evidence here.

The state, on relation, is denied justice, covering with these judicial orders complicit with

the respondents-in-fraud acts and omissions, notwithstanding the requirement ofjudicial
independence, or the constitutional common law reservation of original jurisdiction to the

court of last resort in these unique and extraordinary matters, without remedy, to do
justice and despite all court officers agreeing of record that there is no adequate remedy
despite every equity principle to the contrary or that mandamus is the only remedy in
effect by their own deceptive word in the court of last resort.

3. Office of trust
Justice Page is a member of Tennessee code commission. The commission is established

at T.C.A. $ 1-l-101. The law names the chief justice as chairman $ 1-1-102. The
constitution at art.6, sect. 7, says judges "shall not be allowed any fees or perquisites of
offrce nor hold any other office of trust or profit under this state or the United States."
Justice Page is employed by state of Tennessee as chiefjustice, in an office of trust. He is
named by a statute to a second offrce of trust that he fills without objection. He is silent as
to this apparent constitutional violation in a second office of trust.

?t

rt:k t(

THEREFORE, Justice Page has three grounds on which to recuse himself.
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1. Arrest of relator. Justice Page should recuse himself because he has a personal

'

relationship with relator that may create a bias or prejudice in his mind, inclining

him to vote one way or another or to influence others in relator's regard. It is now

judicially confirmed in dismissal, Justice Page will not defend the innocent nor
protect their rights. The criminal trespass case against relator, and relator's rights
to redress the harm civilly or criminally, touch on a gain or loss to his person and

position, and make this case one in which the chief justice is "interested." No
observer or neutral outsider could believe that Justice Page is able to give a just
and fair ruling after he partially, incompetently, and without due diligence affanges

to violate the law Nov. 6, 2021, through agents and oppress areporterdoinghis

job by right under federal and state constitutions and under the open meetings act,
his right to do so settled as a matter of law. The breach tells relator the honorable
justice

will not uphold

and apply the law at issue in this case, defending T.C.A.

$

68-5-104, and the procedural due process protections in law and rule that relator
has every right to claim as his property and equity in this action to uphold the rule

of law. The interest Justice Page has in his abusive relationship with relator would
be an impropriety to overlook. It would also give the appearance of impropriety,

and would not promote public confidence in the independence, integrity, and
impartiality of the courts. Rule 2.1 says'opersonal bias orprejudice concerning

pafi"

are ground for recusal. A prejudice necessary to require recusal is

a

-

[T]he attitude of personal enmity towards the party or in favor of the
adverse party to the other's detriment. It is not the mere possession
of views regarding the law or the conduct of a party or of his
counsel. Prejudice is in the personal sense rather than in the judicial
sense. Prejudice refers to a mental attitude or a disposition of the
judge towards a party: either a hostile feeling or spirit of ill-will
against one of the litigants, or a favoritism toward one of them.
Alley, Id., at 821 (Tenn. Crim. App. 1994), citing State exrel. Wesolichv. Goeke,
794 S.W.2d 692,697 (Mo.App.l990)
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2.

Signing fraudulent orders and knowledge of facts outside of case. Chief Justice
Page is

in league with

respondents in fraud in the state

of emergency lacking a

nonfraudulent exigency. Confirmation of the alliance is evidenced in his denying

without stated reason repeated efforts to lift the unlawfully trapped case out of the
lower court into the supreme court for review, or to order correctives upon the trial
court over case management.

The interest that relates to his personal and professional stature is touched
personally by relator, who accuses him of grave prejudices before the court, and in
his arrest, as well federal the deprivation of rights by a state official under color of
state law. Judicial prejudice as to the substance and merits of his claim that are

possibly a source of grave personal offense caused to relator. Relator's claims go
to the quick of Justice Page, to the center of the man, the person who is the judge,
the "mental attitude s1

***

disposition." The injury of these allegations makes it

more than likely that Justice Page

will be unable to avoid prejudice

and bias in

hearing his petition. Indignation and frustration at relator deny the justice a neutral

mind, open to both sides of the case. That would be a due process violation against
state of Tennessee, on relation.

Even where the court has authority to make rules, neither fraud nor case law
extend

to the court the

communicable disease due process that the general

assembly vests in an agency of the county or the governor's health department in

Nashville requiring both or either to demonstrate a nonfraudulent communicable
disease determination

for an infectious agent. All the "broad conference of full,

plenary and discretionary power," T.C.A. $ 16-3-504, and all the case law in the

world cannot invent

a

judicial power the general assembly has expressly vested in

an executive agency requiring it to demonstrate the nonfraudulent communicable
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disease determination for an infectious agent; fraud or branch breach do not meet

that demonstration determination requirement.2

3. Office of trust in breach of constitution.

The constitution at afi. 6, sect. 7, says

judges "shall not be allowed any fees or perquisites of offlrce nor hold any other

office of trust or profit under this state or the United States." Chief Justice

Page

holds a second offrce of trust in contravention of the constitution, in determining

that statute is superior to the constitution, that a command at T.C.A. $ l-1-102
supersedes a prohibition

of that act in the constitution. That he swore an oath of

office before God as his witness to uphold the constitution, then agrees to violate

its terms in furthering his judicial and legal career on the Tennessee judicial
commission, strongly suggests he cannot be trusted

in handling this case that

enforces constitutional and police power common law requirements upon two
holders of office who, like the chiefjustice, claim exemption from law.

Former Chief Justice Jeffrey Bivins
Facts resardins Justice Bivins

1. Signing fraudulent

orders

Justice Bivins is in charge of the Tennessee supreme court when he and four other

justices issue their Order suspending in-person court proceedings,

No.

ADM2020-00428, filed with the clerk March 13,2020, as a sua sponte act. This is
one day after respondent-in-fraud

Bill Lee

declares a facially fraudulent state

2

"Where rights secured by Constitution are involved, there can be no rule making or legislation which
would abrogate them."
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S.436, 86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d694 (1966)
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emergency with executive order No. 14, An order suspending provisions of certain

statutes and rules

in

order to facilitate the treatment and containment of

COVID-l9, March 12,2020, an order amended fraudulently April 2,2020, beyond
the law, upon the mere presumption of a health emergency, foreign to the state,
and without demonstrating any nonfraudulent exigency for any emergency, failing

also to faithfully execute the law at T.C.A. $ 68-5-104, the legislature's mandates

or due process regarding communicable disease, if this subject matter is the actual
nonfraudulent emergency.

Justice Bivins, no evidence to the contrary, agrees to the court's mandate denying

relator's petition for maladministration of illegal acts in the trial court. This case of
fraud and breaches of duty, agreed by this court an emergency, meets the standard

of extraordinary in certiorari jurisprudence, constitutionally preserved at common
law.

2. Holding office of

trust

Justice Bivins is a member of the Tennessee code commission, an assignment he

holds as a second office of trust in addition to being a supreme court justice, his

first office of trust. The code commission is a creature of statute that names the
chief justice as head. Such office is barred. Says Tenn. const. Art.6, sect. 7, "They

shall not be allowed any fees or perquisites of office nor hold any other office of
trust or profit under this state or the United States."

***

?t

THEREFORE, Justice Bivins has two grounds on which to disqualiff himself
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1. Signing fraudulent orders and knowledge of facts outside of case.

He

committed himself and the court to the respondents' fraud and breach of trust, and

mirrors their

illicit

and harmful acts against relator and those in like situation,

without independent support in and consistent with law. If Justice Bivins is going

to declare an emergency, he has to have a lawful, nonfraudulent legal basis upon
which to declare one, and the power to so. Or he has to make sure respondent Lee
has one. He fails to do this duty. He implicates himself as ally and co-conspirator

in Lee's fraud. Recusal is in order when Justice Bivins is unable to perform duties

.

impartially, competently and diligently in a case in which he is an actor on side of
respondents.

The honorable Justice Bivins is interested in the issues in the case, and so should
recuse. His personal interest, status, money, calling and reputation are enmixed in

the interests of one of the respondents. Disqualification is mandatory

if

Justice

Bivins cannot apply and uphold the law, which sworn lawful duty he has not done,
but review of the petition of the state, on relation, requires. Instead of standing on

principle of constitution and law, or equity constitutionally preserved to the court

of last resort, the honorable justice

refuses

independence, integrity, and impartiality

of the judiciary and to have it comply

to

uphold and promote the

with the law, even if a co-equal branch of government refuses to so. Ignoring
wrong by respondents, the justice has a duty to avoid impropriety and the
appearance

of impropriety

and to perform all duties of judicial office fairly and

impartially.

Rccusal is mandatory whcn Justicc Bivins is unablc to pcrform dutics impartially,

competently and diligently. The Justice Bivins is interested in the issues in the
case.
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2. Office of trust in breach of constitution.

Justice Bivins

is constitutionally

incompetent and must disqualiff himself for violating the ban in the constitution

of judges' holding a second office of trust. This case is about upholding
government under the supreme law of the constitution, which authority
respondents assault with an oppressive biosecurity police state premised on fraud

admitted in the record and accepted by the court in its March 17,2021, mandate

dismissing relator's grievances

for

maladministration

of

Hamilton County

chancery.

It is unreasonable to believe Justice Bivins, appointed to his post by the chief
justice,

will give careful regard

to the constitution and to black-letter law that state

of Tennessee is defending, on relation,

as Justice

Bivins openly avers, by being on

the code commission, that a law supersedes the constitution, that T.C.A. $ 1-l-101

trumps Tenn. const. Art. 6, sect. 7. A judge who lives out such an idea with a role
on the code commission is not qualified to judge the constitutional case at hand.

Justice Holly Kirby and Justice Sharon Lee
Facts regarding Justice Holly

Justice Holly

Kirby and Justice Sharon Lee

Kirby and Justice Sharon Lee must disqualiff themselves from hearing this

case because they signed the March 13, 2020, order closing the courts without
ascertaining a nonfraudulent exigency for the respondent governor's actions nor the

judibial department's, and they did not evidence dissent from the March 17, 2021,
mandate against relator's appeal for correction

of maladministration in chancery in

cause unprecedented and extraordinary in gravity and consequence.
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THEREFORE, signing fraudulent orders and having knowledge of facts outside the
case make these two honorable two justices, like the others, subject to recusal to avoid

obstruction of constitutional law. Recusal is due when "the judge's impartiality might
reasonably be questioned," touching also on the justices' independence, bias, or the
appearance of impropriety, etc., in the prejudicial handling of this matter to date, upon an

administrative complaint mistreated as an appeal without a lower court order. The court's
mandate denies administrative relief and deprives state on relation a remedy without
explanation and denies a power known to the justices when relator files his first of three
grievances Nov. 3, 2020, demanding intervention administrative and judicial "when, in
the judgment

of the court, there is no other plain,

speedy, or adequate remedy" Tenn.

Code Ann. $ 27-8-101.

That power is the supreme court's actual common law original jurisdiction, and the power

of certiorari to remove a case from a trial court for

abuse. The court knows or should

know its original jurisdiction survives the updating of the 1796 constitution in 1834,
when the phrase is added to art. 6, sect.2,that the court's jurisdiction is appellate only,
and exists in a saving clause in the constitution consistent with plenary equity powers.

The first constitution envisions certiorari on a two-way street. The superior court can
"issue writs of Certiorari to remove any cause into the superior court on sufficient eause,"

and a lower court "shall have power in all civil cases to issue writs of Certiorari to
remove any cause

***

into their Court on sufficient Cause supported by oath or

affirmation."

The 1796 constitution gives the high court power to assume original jurisdiction of
lower court case, by an oath of the party.And
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it

a

gives the lower court, by oath or

affirmation, power to send a case such as State ex rel Tulis under affliction in chancery
straight to the supreme court.

Art. 5, Sect. 6th The Judges of the Superior Courts shall have power in all civil
cases, to issue writs of Certiorari to remove any cause or a transcript thereof
from any inferior Court of Record into the Superior on sufficient Cause
supported by oath or affirmation.
Sect. 7th The Judges or Justices of the inferior Courts of law shall have power
in all civil cases to issue writs of Certiorari to remove any cause or a transcript
thereof from any inferior Jurisdiction into their Court on sufficient Cause
supported by oath or affirmation.
Tennessee constitution,

17

96

In 1834 the people limit extraordinary

intervention by this phrase, "The jurisdiction of

this Court shall be appellate only," art.6, sect. 2.

The savings clause in today's constitution recognizing its inherent original jurisdiction is

in italics: "The jurisdiction of this court shall be appellate only, under such restrictions
and regulations as may from time to time be prescribed by law; but

it

may possess such

other jurisdiction as is now conferred by law on the present Supreme Court," art. 6, sect.
2.

This organic power of original jurisdiction is developed in certiorari jurisprudence. "The
extraordinary power is not applicable to just any case. The writ of certiorari derives from

Article 6, Section 10 of the Constitution of

Tennessee, but the practice

with respect to

how and when it may be obtained is set out in statutory provisions enacted by the General
Assembly of Tennessee. Today, the statutory provisions regarding the writ are found at
Tennessee Code Annotated section 27-8-101, et seq. The remedy

available as

of certiorari is not

of right, but is only to be granted under unusual or

circumstances. The

extraordinary

writ may also not take the place of an appeal when an express
l6 of 19

provision for an appeal is available; although, there are some circumstances such a fraud,
contrivance by the opposing party or the court, or the willful or negligent act of the court

clerk that will excuse the failure to pursue an available appeal and permit review by way

of certiorari;' State v. Hartwell, 124 S.W.3d 629,631 (Tenn. Crim. App. 2003) (internal
citations omitted). The petition of the state, on relation is an oounusual or extraordinary

circLmstance," and notwithstanding any evasion

in

arry denial

by

counsel

to

the

respondents-in-fraud for want of timely avoidance as to those frauds, an admission.

"[T]he Supreme Court is a direct creature of the Constitution and constitutes the supreme

judicial tribunal

of the state and is a

constitutionally inferior tribunals subject

court

of last resort. All

other courts are

to the actions of the Supreme Court. Its

adjudications are final and conclusive upon all questions determined by it." Barger
Brock, 535 S.W.2 d 337, 340 (Tenn .

197

v.

6).

The justices who read petitioner's administrative grievances against the trial court know

they have authority to unilaterally order the record up from the trial court, sua sponte,to
deliver justice for the frauds and official breaches claimed, the petition taken true, and
pursuant to this constitutional original jurisdiction can make any orders required to do

justice, forthwith. Instead, the court mistreats the administrative complaint as a writ of

effor or review without a dispositional order doing so as well without any

stated

foundation as equity requires, the fraud on the court preserved by timely objection. Given
cooperation of Justice Kirby and of Justice Lee

in fraud, the objective appearance of

impartiality having vanished, petitioner demands they disqualify themselves under the

rules, so he might get

a fair hearing from

unbiased justices not partaking

in

the

extr'ajudicial subject matter fraud and breaches of law and able to dispose justly the issues

of this case.

The justices of the entire court, regarding this matter, have denied constitutional remedy

to the state, on relation, without lawful due process, and must recuse themselves because
17
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they cannot be trusted to provide what the people ordained to themselves in protection
against official tyranny.

Wherefore, premises considered, law, justice and the perception of justice being done
requires, in the minimum, of the members of the honorable court:

1. That those disqualified give notice of recusal

and that the court adhere to

Tenn. const. art. 6, sect. 1 1, which states: o'In case all or any of the judges

of

the Supreme Court shall thus be disqualified from presiding on the trial of
any cause or causes, the court or the judges thereof, shall certiff the same to

the governor of the state, and he shall forthwith specially commission the
requisite number of men, of law knowledge, for the trial and determination
thereof."

2.

Given this authority, petitioner demands the court certiff to the governor
those justices disqualified, and demand that he forthwith
immediately,

if not sooner

-

-

meaning

fulfull his duty to commission the requisite

number of men or women "of law knowledge" to hear relator's petition for

certiorari and cause.

By my signature above and properly notarized affidavit under oath, I, David Jonathan
Tulis, relator for grievances of state of Tennessee, do hereby make oath and affirm that all
statements included

in this motion for recusal and disqualification upon Justice Roger

Page, Justice Jeff Bivins, Justice Holly Kirby and Justice Sharon Lee are true and correct

to the best of my knowledge, information and belief.
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Respectfully submitted,

State

of

ex rel. David Jonathan Tulis

STAIE OF TENNESSEE, COLINTY OF HAMIRON

-

I, the undersigned Notary

Public, do hereby affrrm that David Jonathan Tulis personally appeared before me on the

#

day

JO

of

and signed this

affidavit as his free and voluntary act and deed.

STATE

&p.

OF

t

tEiM{E$E

ta I

v lzoaa Notary Public

ilOTARY

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
David Jonathan Tulis certifies that a true and exact copy of this petition is being sent by
email as an attachment to the parties below this Monday, the 8th day of August,2022, at
their respective email addresses.
Kleinfelter
Office of Tennessee attorney general
P.O. Box 20207
Nashville, TN 37202
i ane t. kleinfelter@.a s. tn. sov
Janet

Mrs. Sharon McMullan Milling
Attorney for respondent
Ham. Co. Atty's Ofc.
625 Georgia Ave. Ste. 204
Chattanooga, TN 37402
S haro nM (E hami lto ntn. s o v

1",'I*

Jonathan Tulis
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